AT HOME

Toilet paper - to flush or not to flush, that is the question...
To flush or not to flush, that is the question. I used to work in a sewage treatment plant and many people flush
the most unusual things. What do you think are things that can be flushed down the toilet and why?
With this activity we would like to investigate with you the things that should and definitely shouldn’t be
flushed. Think about the 3 P’s: paper, pee and poo, right? Well, yes. But it has to be the paper! Let’s investigate
the different types of paper.

Method
Fill the jam jars ¾ full with water. Now put one of each of
the materials you are testing in each of the jars. If you have
got lids for the jars, put them on tightly and shake thoroughly. If you don’t have lids, just use a spoon and stir.
Now observe what happens…

Equipment list

· 4 or 5 jam jars or glasses
(with lids if you have)

· Toilet paper
· Wet wipes (try baby wipes
and flushable wet wipes)

· Napkin
· Kitchen paper
· Tissues
· Water
· Spoon

Observations, conclusions, ideas
What can you observe in the jars? Do the papers react differently to be
shaken or stirred? Why do you think the different papers react differently?
Would a tissue be useful if it disintegrated when you blow you nose?
What happens when you flush kitchen paper down the toilet?
Are wet or baby wipes flushable?
Is wet toilet paper flushable?

Extended learning
Go on a virtual tour of a sewage treatment centre! There is great tours
available online – for example
https://www.sydneywater.com.au/Education/Tours/virtualtour/tour.html
Invite your local plumber to give a talk about his work – you might be
surprised by the stories he can tell!

!

In order to be scientific you would need
to accurately measure out the water so
there is the same amount of water in
each jar, use the same size piece of test
material, and (even harder) shake or stir
the water the same amount. But this
activity does explain what you can flush
and what you can’t and why….

